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Abstract. This paper investigates sufficient conditions of almost periodic sand periodic solutions of an 
integral model under impulsive controls. Since the model is of generic epidemiological interest, such 
impulsive controls are either vaccination actions or abrupt variations of the infected population due to 
infected immigration or lost of infective numbers due to either vaccination or lost of infected population 
by out-migration. 
1. Introduction 
This research deals with a nonlinear integral equation with eventual distributed time-varying time 
delay. Some of its necessary and relevant properties like positivity and boundedness of the solution are 
investigated.  Also, some conditions of almost periodicity and periodicity of the solutions are dealt 
with under the action of impulsive controls art certain impulsive time instants. The impulsive controls 
can be interpreted as vaccination effort or infected immigration if the infected population decreases or 
output migration otherwise. The model has been investigated in [1-9] in a simplified version the 
impulsive- free case. The impulsive vaccination is a control, although the epidemic model is not 
controllable, by nature. For state and output measuring-based controller synthesis, see, for instance, 
[10-13]. The following  basic notation is used: 
  0:  zz RR ,  0:  zz RR ,  00   RR ,  00   RR , n0R and nR  are the n -th 
orthants of nR  whose components are in 0R and R , respectively. nn0R and nnR  denote the sets of 
real square n -matrices whose entries are in 0R and R , respectively.  n0R and nR  are the n -th 
orthants of nR  whose components are in 0R and R , respectively.  nn0R and nnR  denote the sets of 
real square n -matrices whose entries are in 0R and R , respectively, 
 0:  zz ZZ ,    00:0   ZZZ zz ,  n,...,,n 21 , 
if ny,x R then  yxyx  means  iiii yxyx   ; ni . If mnB,A R then    ijij BBAA   
 BA  means  ijijijij BABA   ;   mnj,i  , 
the superscript T stands for the transpose of a  real vector or matrix, 
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if nx R , then  Tnx,...,x,xx 21 , if mnA R then    ijij AAA  , if a  real function  tx  is 
discontinuous at some t then  tx  is its left limit at t  and  tx  (abbreviating  tx ) is its right limit so 
that if it is continuous at t its value is     txtx .  
 
2. The model and its impulsive controlling actions 
Consider the nonlinear integral equation with a finite distributed delay function   RR0: and 
eventual bounded discontinuities: 
         dssy,sx,sFtx t tt     ;         txtKtx                                                                                    (1) 








,     nnn,F   0000 00: RRRR  ,    n,y,x R 0:  , 
and nnK   00: RR are a positive vector function and a positive square n -matrix function, respectively. 
In particular,    n,x R 0:   is the solution of (1) and    n,y R 0:   can describe different 
actions like, for instance, an external disturbance (i.e. a disturbance which is independent of the 
solution) or either an internal solution-dependent disturbance or a point-delay or distributed delayed or 
nonlinear contribution to the solution. For instance, the special form      y,tgx,tfy,x,tF   is 
discussed in [2] for the integral equation (1), where g,f and   are positive almost periodic. Integral 
equations of the form (1) are of interest in the descriptions of some epidemic models. For instance, 
x(.)could be the susceptible population which is measurable or partially known and can be treated 
under vaccination effort, and y(.) some coupled population like, for instance, the infectious one. Note 
that, for any  0Rt , if   nItK   (the n -th identity matrix) then     txtx  so that    n,x R 0:   
is continuous at time t . If   nItK   then     txtx  if   0tx . Note that (2) versus (1) can be 
equivalently viewed  for the case when yx  under an integral contribution of an impulsive control 
gain  tK as  
 
           dstssxIsKtxtx t
t n
                      txItKtxdstssxIsKlimtx ntt n  0  
                                                                                                                                                                (2)   
where the integrals in (1)-(2) are Lebesgue integrals,      txItK n  is the left-continuous test vector 
function which has a compact support and  t  denotes the Dirac distribution such that 
 





 .Then   t if 0t  and   0t  if 0t . Note that denoting the 
shifted Dirac delta as    tsst   , one has for any  0Rt  
 





             tfdsssfdstssf tt ttt   
Note also that  
 
             00 fdstssflimdsssf    so that the Dirac distribution delta  t  is also a not 
absolutely continuous measure with argument being a subset A of the real line with   1A if A0  
and   1A if A0 . The impulsive set of time instants is       0:0   txiftxtxtImp R . 
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The following positivity result for the solution (1)-(2), in the sense that no component state takes 
negative values at any time if the initial conditions are non-negative, is immediate:  
 
Proposition 1. Assume some initial condition    n,x  000: R for the model 
with     nnn,F   0000 00: RRRR  in (1) such that the feedback control gain nnK   00: RR . 
Then, the following properties hold:  
(i)    n,x  00: R , 
(ii) if the feedback control is replaced with the non-feedback control    tKtx   if Impt with 
nK   00: RR then    n,x  00: R . 
 
Note that  the impulsive controlled action can be interpreted as due to a culling or quarantine of the 
infected population if   1tK . Contrarily, if  tK  causes the inequality     txtx  then there is a 
positive increase of infected population due to infected immigration into the studied environment. 
 
3. Periodic and almost periodic solutions 
Now, consider the impulsive set of time instants     01 RImptt,t iii  , with iii ttT  1 , so that  for 
some sequence   itK of non-identity matrices, one has: 
 
            dssy,sx,sFtxtKtx i iit ttiii     ; Impti                                                                                (3) 
The impulsive set Imp is denumerable and consists of strictly ordered elements and can be finite or 
infinite. Introduce by convenience the identities: 
 
       iiii t~~t~t~t    0101 ;      101   ii tK~KtK        iiii tK~~tKtK~~tK~K  0            (4) 
; Impti  , which allow to refer all delays  1it at the impulsive set related to a constant delay 0  
plus its deviation  1it~ . It is assumed that the nominal gain nnK   00: RR This deviation can be 
related to that of its delay  it~  at the preceding impulsive time instant by its incremental value 
     iii t~t~t~~   1 . A similar incremental description can be given for the impulsive gain sequence.   
The following definitions are then used to characterize almost periodicity of the solutions, [2]. 
 
Definition 1. A set RE of real numbers is said to be relatively dense if there exists a number 
 R such that  any real interval   , of length   contains at least one number in E . 
 
Definition 2. A function  q,BCf RΩR  is said to be almost periodic in Rt  uniformly in Ωx  
(abbreviated by  q,APf RΩR ) if the  -translation set of f  
         ΩWWRR  setcompact,z,t;z,tfz,tf,fT  :  
is a relatively dense set in R  for all R . Each   ,fT is called an  - period of f . 
 
Almost periodic functions without uniformity in Ω  are defined closely by removing the argument z in 
Ω  and the compact subset W from the definition of  ,fT . See, for instance, [2]. 
 
Definition 3. A function  q,BCf RΩR  is said to be  -almost periodic in Rt  uniformly in 
Ωx  (abbreviated by  ,, qAPf RΩR ) for some R if the  -translation set of f  
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         ΩWWRR  setcompact,z,t;z,tfz,tf,fT  :  
is a relatively dense set in R  for all   , . Each   ,fT is called an  - period of f for a 
given   , . 
 
The following main result, whose proof is omitted, follows:  
Theorem 1. Assume that the model integral equation, subject to 
    nnn,F   0000 00: RRRR  ,    n,y,x R 0:   and nnK   00: RR , satisfies the 
subsequent hypotheses: 
H1)    ,,AP,BCF nnnn   000000 RRRRRR  for some given R , 
H2)  iiii t~ttT    01 , the i - th  inter-impulse time interval   ii ,FPT 1  (i.e. it is an  i1 -
period for F  for some given R ),     ii ,FPT 20  ,      iii ,FPt~T 30   for some 
Rji and 3j ;  0Zi , for  R  in H1, 
H3)     13210  iiiii t~~t~  ;  0Zi  
Thus, the following properties hold:  (i)   itx~ and  iT is a discrete  -period sequence for the left 




















,mintK   then   itx~ and  iT is a discrete 
 -period sequence for the right limit solution  tx , 
(ii)    itx~ , where      iii txtxtx  ~ ,  for any real  iT,0 ;  0Zi so that  ,,APx nn  00 RRR , i.e. the solution of (1)-(2) is  -almost periodic in Rt  uniformly in n0R . 
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the free-impulsive integrand of the model is assumed almost-
periodic according to the Hypothesis H1. However, the impulsive effort at certain impulsive time 
instants can also achieve the almost periodicity of the solution.  The following relations are obtained: 
 
                      dssx,sVsxssFdssx,sVsxssFtxtx t tt ift tt if       ,,,,  
                          txtx ifif          ,ttxtx ifif 0  
                 ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii1 0             ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii   1 0  
                  ,tfi 0                  ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii1 0  
                              ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii   1 0                                                                        (5) 
 provided that under impulsive vaccination ( i.e. negative impulses) : 
 
                 ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii1 0  
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                 ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii   1 0      ,tif 0                                                           (6) 
 
and under general impulsive action with non-necessarily negative impulses:  
 
                 ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii1 0  
                       ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iitmi ii   1 0     ,tif 0                                                       (7) 
     
Let the integrand of the epidemic model be decomposable as      y,tgx,tfy,x,tF   subject to 
      x,tgx,,tx,tg  1    x,tgx,tg    
     x,tfx,,tx,tf 1   x,tf  
 
with        x,,t,x,,tmin 1 and         x,,t,x,,tmin 1 . Then, 
 
       y,,t,x,,tmin 1  
so that  
      y,tgx,tfy,x,tF 11          y,x,tFy,tgx,tf    
 
where  10 ,,   with   . Assume that the scalar vaccination gains are generated as follows: 
          sx,sx,s,tFsgntktk idiid  
  
then, 
         dssx,sx,s,tFtx t tt      
             dssttkssx,sx,s,tFtxtx itt iii                 ttx,tx,t,tFtktx iii   
 
 If      txttx 1   and  t  are the impulsive infective population increase at time   tt  and  the 
corresponding impulsive vaccination correction at the current time t satisfying      1 ttt    




         dstsx,tsV,tsx,tsFtx t~    0 0    
                 ds,tsx,tsFt   0 0   
                                 ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,t~tImptti 00                     (9) 
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for   M~t   00  with    t~t   0  ,    Mm ~,~t~   , 0  mM ~~ and  0R .Note that 
 
























                                                                                                                                                             (10) 
On the other hand, if    tt    ,    0,tx,tF  is Lipschitz with constant K 
          dstsxtsxKtxtx t   0   
                               ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti 0  
                                               ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti  0                                           (11)          dstsxtsxKtxtx t   0   
                           ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti 0  
                                            ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti  0                                              (12) 
 













                                                                                                                                                             (13) 
         dstsxtsxKtxtx t   0   
                   ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti 0  
                                        ttx,ttV,ttx,ttF iiiit,ttImptti  0                                                  (14) 
 
                  t,ttImptt iiitimp i tttttx,ttVx,tI                                                                           (15) 
  
Thus, the following result holds: 
 
Theorem 2.  Assume that    tt   ,   0,tx,tF  is Lipschitzian with constant K. Furthermore,  
       tmt,ttImpcardt,ttImpcard   , 
           t,ttImpttt,ttImptt ii  then    tt,tt ii     t,ttImp , 
               ttx,ttVkttx,kttV iiii  for some nR ;  0Zk  
 
Then, for all  0Rt , one has  that the solution is almost  -oscillatory with period   in the sense [4-
5] that: 
 
         dstsxtsxKtxtx t   0   
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                                          (16) 
provided that 
 











                                                               (17) 
 
under the necessary condition that 
 









                                                                      (18) 
 
Note, on the other hand that            txtKtxtxtx~  , where   0tK  implies   0tx~  so that 
    txtx  provided that   0tx  if   0tK . Then, for some   00: RR , one has 
          dstsx,tsV,tsx,tsFtx t   0          0,sx,sFsuptt t,tts                           (19) 
 Note the following features: 
a) if    0sx,sx~t , i.e.    0sx,sx~  for   0,tts  , equivalently,     t,ttImp   then   1t , 
b) If   1t then there is a net vaccination impulsive control action on   0,tt   with a  net 
reduction of the infective population at the impulsive instants. In this case, 
      
  
    
  




                                       (20) 
      
  
    
  




                                          (21) 
c) If   1t then there is a net increase of the infection at impulsive time instants on    0,tt   
with a  net reduction of the infective population at the impulsive instants. 
 
In a similar way, we obtain: 
 
         dstsx,tsV,tsx,tsFtx t   0          0,sx,sFsuptt t,tts                               (22) 
 
Assume that   1t and that   0,tx,tF   is globally Lipschitz so that for some constant RL , one 
gets under comparison with the impulsive-free zero solution: 
    
  












 ,                        (23) 












                                                        (24) 
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   and   t,ttImpt  then     Mtxtx   If instead 







   and     t,ttImptt tm   with  tK  being such that 








  for some  010   ,  then    MMtx 01    and since  tx  is 
continuous in  0t,t  since it is time-differentiable in  0t,t  for some, since it can be concluded  
that there exists some  00  ,  such that   Mtx  on    Rt00   0t,t   provided that 
  Mtx  since        t,ttImpt,t . Now, proceed in the same way with 











 so that 










and   Mtx   and       t,ttImpt  with 
     t,ttImp , otherwise. We can proceed in the same way along the whole time interval 
 ,0 . 
 
4.  Concluding remarks 
In this paper, the properties of a new proposed integral model which might be related in particular 
cases  to epidemic models has been discussed. This model incorporates delays and two coupled sub-
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